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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most widely methods for establishing the existence of almost 
periodic (a.p. for short) solutions of systems or ordinary differential 
equations is based on a general result due to Amerio [ 1 J, a generalization of 
an earlier result for linear a.p. systems due to Favard. In essence, this basic 
method consists of showing that if a solution is in a compact set in the state- 
space for all t and has a certain separation property with respect to other 
such solutions, then if this same property holds for all systems in the so- 
called hull of the given system, this solution will be a.p. This result in fact 
relates to a necessary as well as sufficient stability condition for a fairly 
general dynamical system to have an a.p. solution; cf. [2, Chap. 51. In fact 
Miller [3] used the idea of embedding the a.p. system in a more general 
dynamical system and was thus able to obtain a local stability condition for 
the existence of a.p. solutions without using the separation conditions due to 
Favard and Amerio. Most stability conditions for the existence of a.p. 
solutions known prior to Miller’s result were in terms of global stability 
conditions. For a fairly complete and comprehensive discussion of a.p. 
solutions for a.p. systems, the books by Fink [4] and Yoshizawa [5] are 
recommended. For a more general discussion of the idea of embedding a.p. 
systems in dynamical systems, cf. Sell [6]. 
For ordinary differential equations with fixed finite time delays, much of 
the method based on Amerio’s separation result can and has been adapted to 
obtain similar stability conditions for the existence of a.p. solutions; cf. [7], 
for example. Miller in [3] shows that local stability conditions can also be 
used for such delay-differential equations. Results for delay equations with 
infinite time delays based on Amerio’s separation condition have also been 
obtained; cf., for example, Hino [B]. However, for such systems which do 
not involve substantially fading memory, not much seems to have been done; 
one of the main difficulties in such infinite delay systems arises from the fact 
that bounded solutions may no longer remain in compact subsets of the state 
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space, now consisting of a set of functions on an infinite interval with certain 
smoothness properties. A very general theory for such infinite delay state 
spaces has been proposed by Hale and Kato [9]; however, in the opinion of 
the author, the conditions required on such systems even for local existence 
of solutions are still essentially of fading memory type. 
In [lo], Kartsatos uses a somewhat obscure but quite useful result due to 
Medvedev [ 111 to obtain conditions for the existence of a.p. solutions of 
certain a.p. systems of ordinary differential equations. Medvedev’s condition 
is basically a stability condition, but in a form which is in a sense usually 
easier to check than are the well-known stability conditions involving, for 
example, Liapunov functions, linear approximations, etc. 
In this paper we use Medvedev’s method for certain a.p. systems with 
infinite time delays, and following Kartsatos, obtain an existence theorem for 
a.p. solutions in a very direct way. As in the case of Miller’s local stability 
conditions, we do not obtain uniqueness for such a.p. solutions in closed 
bounded sets of the-state space. Global stability conditions usually yield 
such uniqueness. 
In the last section of this paper we apply our general result to a first order 
scalar equation with infinite delay which may arise in models for population 
sizer variations of a single species interacting with itself; cf. Cushing [ 12, p. 
1231. 
2. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let R” denote the set of real n-vectors, and ] x] any convenient norm for 
x E R”; also let R = R’. 
By CR we denote the set of R”-valued functions continuous and bounded 
on (-co, 01; for each #E CB we define ]I# = sup{]d(s)]: s<O}. Thus 
{CB, I] ]I} is a real Banach space. 
If x(t) is an R”-valued function on (-co, b), b < co, we define for each 
t E (-00, b) x1(s) = x(t + s), s < co. Clearly if x(t) is continuous and 
bounded on each interval (-co, b,], b, < b, then x, E CB for t E (-co, 6). 
The R”-valued function F(t, x, 4) on R X R” X CB is said to satisfy con- 
dition: 
(H 1) if it is a.p. in t uniformly for (x, #) in closed bounded subsets of 
R” x CB: i.e., if S c R” x CB is closed and bounded, then {F(t, x, 0: 
(x, 4) E S} is a uniformly a.p. family in the sense of Fink [4, p. 171; 
(H2) iffor each r > 0 there exists a M(r) > 0 such that 
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(H3) f for x(t) uniformtj~ continuous and bounded on R, F(t, x(t), x,) is 
uniformly continuous on R, and F(t, y, x,) is continuous in (t, y) on R X R”; 
(H4) if there exist positive numbers p, H, and r such that pH < I, 
p > M(r)/r where M(r) is as in (H2), such that 
(i) Ix-y+h(F(f,x,$)-F(t,y,~))I,<(l-ph)Ix-yIforO<h<H, 
t E R, 1x1 Q 2r, I yl Q 2r, (b E CR ll~ll< r, and 
(ii) Ix(t) - ~(0 + WV, 40, 4 - W, r(t), Y&I < (1 -ph) 
IIx, - ytll for t E R, 0 < h < H, and any functions x(t), y(t) uniformly 
continuous and such that Ix(t)1 < r, ) y(t)1 < r on R; 
(H5) iffor x’(t) and yk(t) continuous and such that Ixk(t)l < r, 1 yk(t)l < r 
for all t E R and k = 1, 2,... and xk(t) + x(t), yk(t) -t y(t) as k + a~ 
uniformly on compact subsets of R, we have 
F(t, ~~(0, Y:> -+ F(t, x(t), YJ as k+co 
uniformly on compact subsets of R. 
Remark 1. It follows easily that if F is uniformly continuous on 
R x R” x CB, it satisfies (H3). In this case, however, the functions 
F(t, x(t), x,) and F(t, y, x,) are not necessarily continuous in f for x(t) only 
continuous and bounded on R. This follows because x, need not be 
continuous in t for such x(t). 
Remark 2. From (i) in (H4) and (H2) it follows easily that there exists 
M,(r) > 0 such that \ 
The following lemma is a result essentially due to Medvedev [ 111; some 
obvious modifications in its proof are required for our non-global version. 
LEMMA 1. Let A(t, x) and g(t) be R”-valued functions continuous on 
R x R”, and A(t, 0) = 0. Suppose there exist positive constants p, H, M such 
that pH < 1, g(t) <M for all t E R, and 
Ix-v+h(A(t,x)-A(t,y)l~(1-ph)Ix-yI (1.1) 
for all t E R, 1x(< 2M/p, 1 yl< 2M/p and 0 < h < H. Then the equation 
x’ = A(& x) + g(t) (1.2) 
has a unique solution n(t) bounded on R and such that IT(t)1 < M/p for 
tER. 
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We now consider the delay-differential equation 
x’(t) = F(t, x(t), XJ. 
An equivalent form is 
(2.1) 
x’(t) = A(& x(t), x,) + qt, XI) (2.11) 
where A(& x, 4) = F(t, x, 4) - F(t, 0, 4) and B(t, 4) = F(t, 0, 4). 
THEOREM 1. Let F have properties (H2), (H3), (i) of (H4) and (H5). 
Then there exists a solution 2(t) of (2.1) such that IZ(t rjbr t E R; here r 
is as in (H4). 
ProoJ: With r as in (H4), let M,(r) be as in Remark 2. Define S, to be 
the set of all R”-valued functions f such that If(t)1 < r and If(t) -f(t’)I < 
M,(r) It - t’ I for all t, t’ E R. With the topology of uniform convergence on 
compact subsets of R, the set S, is clearly a compact convex subset of the set 
C(R) of all R”-valued functions continuous on R. Note that C(R) is a locally 
convex linear topological space under this topology. 
We define a mapping T: S,+ S, as follows: x(t) = Tf(t) is the unique 
bounded solution of 
x’(t) = A (4 x(t),f,) + W,f,), (2.2) 
where fE S,. Such a solution exists by Lemma 1; if we put A(& x,ft) = 
A(t, x), then by (H3), A(t, x) is continuous in (t, x), and B&f,) is continuous 
on R. Also IB(t,fJ <M(r) for t E R by (H2), and since also (i) of (H4) 
holds, (1.1) holds, and by the lemma, the solution x(t) exists as asserted and 
satisfies Ix(t)/ ,< M(r)/p Q r for t E R. 
We next show that T is continuous on S, in the topology of convergence 
on compact subsets of R. Let fk +f as k + co in this topology where fk and 
fare in S,. Put xk = Tfk and x = 7J We show that each subsequence of {x”} 
contains a subsequence which converges to x; this will show that T is 
continuous at f E S,. To simplify notation, we denote this arbitrary subse- 
quence again by {x”}. Since xk E S,, {x&(t)} is equicontinuous and uniformly 
bounded on R. By Ascoli’s lemma, there exists a subsequence {k,} of the 
sequence of integers and a u E S, such that x&J(t) + u(t) as j + 03 uniformly 
on compact subsets of R. It follows that u(t) is a solution of 
x’(t) = F(t, x(t),ft). (2.3) 
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To see this, fix a positive integer n. For f E [-n, n], 
u(t) - 4-n) - j* 
-n 
F(s, u(s),.&) ds / 




F(s, u(s)&) ds - u(-n) < I u(t) - xkJ(t)l + Ix”‘(-n) - u(-n)l 
-II 
’ + I IF@, xk’(W-f’> - F(s, u(s).&)1 ds. -n 
Using (H5) we see that asj -+ co this last expression approaches zero; since 
n is arbitrary, u(t) solves (2.3) for all t E R, and (u(t)] < r, t E R. Since x(t) 
also solves (2.3) with Ix(t)] < r, t E R, and since by Lemma 1 such solutions 
are unique, we must have u(t) =x(t) on R. Thus we conclude that T is 
continuous at each f E S,. 
By the Tychonov faed point theorem (cf., for example, [ 13, p. 111) there 
exists a .? E S, such that Tf = 2; clearly n(t) is the desired solution of (2.11); 
i.e., of (2.1). This proves the theorem. 
Remark 3. If (Hl)-(H5) hold for F, it follows that they also hold for 
any function G in the hull of F, cf. [4] for a definition of hull. Thus if 2 E S, 
were unique for each equation 
x’(t) = G(t, x(t), XJ 
it would follow from well-known theory on the existence of a.p. solutions of 
such equations that R(t) is a.p. However, ff is not necessarily unique, and so 
the following theorem does not trivially follow from Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let F satisfy conditions (Hl)-(HS). Then (2.1) has an aq. 
solution Z(t) such that If(t)1 < r for t E R. 
ProoJ Let f(t) be the solution of (2.1) with If(t)1 < r for t E R which 
exists by Theorem 1. Note that 57(t) is also uniformly continuous on R. 
For h # 0 define 
a(& h) = h- ‘(f(t + h) -f(t)) - F(t, a(t), 2,) 
=h-1 ‘+’ 
I 
(F(s, f(s), f,) - F(t, X(t), XJ) ds. 
t 
Given E > 0, there exists h, 0 < h < H, such that 
I F(t, f(t), $1 - F(s, Z(s), Ql < e 
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for ) t - s) < h; here H is as in (H4). This follows from (H3). So for such h, 
1 a(t, h)l < E for t E R. Also for this h and any t E R and r E R, we have 
(.f(t + 7 + h) - n(t + h)) - ($t + 7) - 2(t)) 
= (a(t + 7, h) - a(t, h)) h 
+ h(F(l + 7,.f(t + 7),f,+J - F(4.w X,)); 
qt + 7 + h)-a(t+ h) 
=f(t+7)-n(t)+h{(F(tt7,n(t+7),n,+,) 
-m w + 7),.q+J) t w,qt t 7),&+J - q'(t,q(t), Q)} 
t h(a(t + 7,h)- a&h)). 
From this we get 
I-qt+zth)-n(t+h)l 
< 1-q t t)-%(t)+ h(F(t, ntt + 7),ft+J -w, f(t), q))l 
t h IF@ + 7,.f((tt 7),f~+,)---(t,f((t + 7),ft+Jl t 2hs. 
Using (ii) in (H4) with x(t) = Z(l t 7), u(t) = z?(t), we get 
In(t + 7th)-2((tth)l 
< (1 -Ph) Ibt+T - xtll 
t h IF(t + 7, X(t t r), ft+J - F(t, .f(t t 7), f,+J t 2hc. (2.4) 
By (Hl), there exists a L(E) > 0 such that every interval of R of length L(E) 
contains a 7 = 7(e) such that 
Ir'(t t 7, qt + 7>,2t+,)- qt,q(t t 7), -q+Jl < 6 
for all t E R. Thus for such a 7, it follows from (2.4) that 
In(t + 7+-h)- - x(t t h)( < (1 -ph) sup IX((r + 7 + s) - qt t s)l t 3hs 
S<O 
and from this we easily obtain 
;;i 1 f((t t 7) - .f((t)l < 3h&/ph = 3&/p. 
Thus t is an 3e/ptranslation number for Z(t), and since E > 0 is arbitrary, 
Z(t) is a.p. This proves the theorem. 
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Under the condition (Hl) and the boundedness condition in Remark 2, it 
can be shown that corresponding to any closed and bounded subset S of 
R” x CB, there exists a sequence of Fourier exponents for F(r, x, 4) provided 
(x, 4) E S; a proof of this follows using Theorem 2.2 and 4.5 in [4] and the 
fact that the set of Fourier exponents of a single a.p. function is countable. It 
follows by a simple argument hat there exists a sequence {ni:j = 1,2,...} of 
Fourier exponents for F(t, x, )) independent of (x, 4) E R” x CB. The set of 
real numbers of the form n,l, + .e. + njs, where nj are integers, is called 
the module of F. From the proof of Theorem 2 it can be shown that the 
module of the a.p. solution f(c), similarly defined, is contained in the module 
of F, cf. Theorem 4.5 on p. 6 1 in [4]. 
Hence the following 
COROLLARY. If F is periodic in t with period T independent of (x, 4), 
then if F also satisfies (H2)-(H5), there exists a periodic solution of (2.1) of 
period T/m for some integer m > 1. 
3. AN APPLICATION 
The following equation can arise in a study of te dynamics of a single- 
species population model; cf. Cushing [ 12, p. 1231: 
N’(t) = N(t) (1 - k(t) N(t) - l(t) jy m N(t + s) dq(s)) . (3.0) 
Since in this equation N(t) represents population density we are only 
concerned with positive solutions, and can make the change of variables 
x = log N to get the equation 
x’(t) = 1 - k(t) exp x(t) - I(t) j” (exp x(t + s)) dq(s). (3.1) 
-a, 
This is in the form of the scalar case of (2.1) with 
F(6 x, 4) = 1 - k(t) exp x(t) - l(r) j” (exp d(s)) d?(s). 
-cc 
We assume that 
(i) q(s) is nondecreasing on (-co, 0] with 
I 
0 
d?(s) =B < 00. 
(ii) k(t) and l(t) are a.ppowith 
inf{k(t): t E R = k > 0}, and l(t) > 0 for t E R. 
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Define p(t) = k(t) - 1, P = sup{lp(t)l: t E R}, and L = sup{l(t): t E R}. Thus 
in this case 
B(h 4) = -p(t) - KO j” (exp &N &WY 
-cc 
and hence IB(t, #)I <P + e’BL for II $II< r, I E R. So M(r) = P + e’BL, and 
hence (H2) holds. Since we need M(r) <pr, we need 
P + e’BL < pr. (3.2) 
Condition (i) of (H3) obviously holds provided 
Ix-y-Izhk(t)(ex-eY)J<(l-ph)Ix-yl (3.3) 
for 0 < h < H, pH < 1, I X( Q 2r, ( y I < 2r. Using the Mean Value theorem, 
(3.3) is essentially equivalent to 11 - hk(t) e’l < 1 -ph where InI < 2r. By 
fixing H > 0 such that e*‘HK ( 1, this becomes 
1 --IrIc(t) 1 -ph, 
or just k(t) ex > p. This last condition clearly holds if 
kec2’ =p. (3.4) 
To satisfy (ii) of (H4), we observe, as above, that this is implied by 
1 - hk(t) @” - M(t) j” e”‘+‘) h(s) 1 < (1 -PA) 11% -v,II/Ixw -Y(t)l -a, 
(3.5) 
for all t E R, 0 < h < H, and Ix(t)1 < r, Iv(t)/ Q r, x(t) #y(t); here Z(f) = 
v(t) + e(t)@(t) -y(t)) for some function 0(t), 0 < 0(t) < 1. We now assume 
H > 0 is such that 
H(K + LB) ezr < 1 (3.6) 
which clearly implies the previous condition on H, and also enables (3.5) to 
hold with the absolute value signs on the left removed. The resulting 
inequality then will clearly hold if (3.4) holds; note that (IX, -y,ll/ 
( x(t) --y(t)1 > 1. So finally, (H4) is implied by (3.2) if H is satisfies (3.6) 
and p is fixed by (3.4). Thus the condition we impose is 
P + e’BL & rkep2’. (3.7) 
We conclude that for any P, B, L, k for which an r > 0 exists for which (3.7) 
holds, we have conditions (H2) and (H4) for our case (3.1). Clearly (3.7) 
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will hold for some r > 0 provided P and B or L are sufficiently small relative 
to k; note that P small implies that k must be near 1. 
The remaining conditions (Hl), (H3), and (H5) easily seen to hold for our 
F in (3.1). Thus we conclude 
THEOREM 3. If(i) and (ii) hold, P = sup{1 k(t) - 1 I: t E R} is sz@ciently 
small, and either L = sup{) l(t)/: t E R} or B = j?, dr](s) ds is s@iciently 
small, then (3. l), and hence also (3.0), has an a.p. solution whose module is 
contained in the module of {l(t), k(t)}. Moreover, this a.p. solution -T(t) of 
(3.1) satisJies In(t)1 < T for t E R where r is the smallest positive number 
satisfying (3.7) where k = inf{lk(f)l: t E R}. 
4. SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It may be of interest o observe that (i) of (H4) cannot hold for functions 
F independent of x. In fact, in the application considered in the previous 
section, this is quite substantially reflected in that the coefficient k(t) of eX in 
the F considered there (Eq. (3.1)) must be positive and near 1 for all values 
of t. 
It is clear that results of a much sharper quantitative nature than Theorem 
3 can be obtained for Eq. (3.1) at the expense of more complicated 
conditions on the F in this equation. In fact, elementary calculus methods 
can be used to analyze the positive roots of the equation a + be” = cre-” as 
function of a, b, c; here of course a =p, b = LB, and c = k, as in (3.7). 
The following open questions, obviously of some interest, suggests them- 
selves for further study. Is the a.p. solution of Theorem 2 unique with respect 
to the set of solutions of (2.1) in S,? What can be said about the stability 
properties of this a.p. solution? 
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